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Abstract--In this paper, we discuss the relationship between the solution of a random discrete quation 
that arises in an autoregressive (AR) system and its corresponding deterministic discrete counterpart. 
To illustrate this relationship both analytical and numerical techniques are used. The statistical properties 
of the random equation are evaluated numerically. The error expressed as the difference between the mean 
of the random solution and the deterministic solution is established. Results of this study highlight he 
ease of using a numerical approach to solve complicated autoregressive equations having stochastic 
coefficients, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years intensive investigations have shown that realistic mathematical models in the areas 
of mathematical physics and in certain selected fields of electrical, mechanical and control 
engineering demands the consideration frandom disturbances. In order to quantify the qualitative 
properties of a system with stochastic coefficients, it is modeled as a system having deterministic 
coefficients and its behavior is rationalized from properties of the solution process of the system 
having deterministic coefficients. In several such models, an approximation of this kind resulted 
in the use of fairly strong assumptions. In many instances, approximation of the stochastic 
coefficients by deterministic coefficients is found to be true only when the random coefficients 
have a variance very "close" to zero. An example wherein o e encounteres such a situation is 
when the stochastic system is sufficiently low pass, low gain (LPLG) or when variations of the 
random coefficients are sufficiently small. Careful analysis of such as approximation reveals that 
practical situations demand that E[a" - E ' (a ) )~ O, for values r/> 2, where a is a suitable random 
coefficient. 
The rationale for this paper, is to contribute to the understanding of the behavior of an AR 
equation and to a case where the stochastic system is approximated bya deterministic system. The 
advantages and disadvantages of each system is discussed. With the aid of numerical examples, we 
quantify the extent o which such an approximation s both dependable and valid. For a systematic 
treatment of stochastic difference quations (SDE) and spectral analysis of time series we refer to 
Abraham and Box [1], Koopmans [2], Ma [3] and Priestley [4]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present and discuss 
the approximation procedure of several random discrete equations. Section 3 is devoted to 
numerical analysis in order to illustrate the extent o which deterministic approximations are 
dependable. 
The computations were performed on a CDC Cyber 180/855 computer using double precision 
arithmetic. All computer programs were written in FORTRAN language. 
2. ANALYS IS  
2.1. The deterministic approximation 
An SDE is one in which one or more variables can change stochastically atdiscrete instants of 
time. An SDE can also be considered as the stochastic version of deterministic discrete quation. 
Examples where such equations can be found are: digital computers, pulsed radar units, coding 
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units in communication systems, AR systems, and moving average systems, to name a few. 
In this present discussion, we confine our attention to the approximation of the SDE by 
considering 
y(t)  + a,_ ,y( t  -- 1) +. . .  + aoy(t -- n) = ~,, (l) 
where a~, i =0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1 and Et are random variables, a, ~-1. The auxiliary equation of 
equation (1) is 
z" +a._ l z  "-I + ' ' '+a lz  +ao= O. (2) 
Equation (2) is a random algebraic equation. An in-depth treatment of the solution properties of 
equation (2) is succinctly summarized by Bharucha-Reid and Sambandham [5]. Using the solution 
behavior of equation (2), comprehensive information on the solution properties of equation (1) can 
be obtained. However, in the solution of several applied problems, the general procedure is to 
approximate equation (1). In several applications, the practical and theoretical methods used in 
modeling is to replace the random coefficients atby E(a~). That is, the approximate (deterministic) 
model of equation (1) is of the form 
jT(t) + d,_,fi(t - 1) + . . .  + &y(t - n) = E,, 
with the corresponding auxiliary equation 
z" +,~._~z"-I + ... +alz  +tie =0, 
where fik=E(ak), k=l ,2  . . . . .  n--1.  If r,  6, i= l ,2  . . . . .  n, are roots 
equations (2) and (4), then after simplifications, we obtain the relationship 
where 
y ( t )= ~ ~(t,s)G + ~ r[C,, 
S=to+l i= l  
y(t0) =C1, y(to+ l )=C2 . . . .  , y ( to+n-  l )=C. ,  
Ci, i = 1 , . . . ,  n are constants arc 
(3) 
(4) 
of the algebraic 
(5) 
Similarly, 
where 
det 
(P(t, s) = 
det 
r~ r~ " ' "  rt" I 
] r~l-; r~ - I  . . .  rS-|  
r]-.+l r~-.+l ... rS-.+t 
"3 
r~ r~ " "  r~ | 
1 
t~- '  r'2 -~  , . .  r '~- '  
r;-.+J r~-.+, . . ,  r.-~+~ 
y( t )= ~ ¢~(t,s)L + ~ ~C,, 
s=ko+ I t= I 
Y(to) = q ,  Y(to + I) = C, . . . . .  y(to + n - l )  = C, ,  
(6) 
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C~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n are constants and 
det 
~(t, s) = 
det 
I " - -C r i r~ ".- r. 
. . . . . . . . .  ,.. 
~- .+z  F~-.+J . . .  ~- .+t  
t]-t ~[-I . . .  rn-S-i 
Equations (5) and (6) have been recently developed by Ladde and Sambandham [6]. From these 
two equations, it is observed that it is impossible to predict he exact nature of equation (5) from 
equation (6). Further, it is required that 
E l~( t , s ) -~( t , s ) l~O,  Elrk-s:kl -+0, k=1,2 ,3  . . . . .  n, 
or other suitable limiting theorems for y( t )  to converge to f ( t ) .  It is also implied that strong 
assumptions of the coefficients ai need be made so that equations (5) and (6) are very close in the 
probabilistic sense. A classical example of this kind can be found in the work of Deller [7], who 
showed that 
Pr ( ly ( t )  -Y(t ) l  > ~3) >I 1 - 6. (7) 
In this model, the AR system with stationary and independent stochastic coefficients is 
replaced by a constant coefficient AR system, where the constant coefficients are the stochastic 
means. The above equation is true if and only if one of the resulting systems is sufficiently low 
pass, low gain or when variation of the random coefficients become sufficiently small. A 
careful study reveals that in the proof of equation (7), assumptions on a; were important. This 
situation is best illustrated by considering the following example. 
2.2, Example 
Consider the AR model 
y,  = ay ,_  i + ~, (8) 
Y, = aY,-i + Ec, (9) 
where E(a)= g and a, E, are independent random variables. Equations (8) and (9) after sim- 
plification reduce to the form 
Yf ----- a '~ + a~- l~q + " "  + a¢,_ l + et 00) 
and 
J~,-~-ff'Eo + ~' - 'E l  "-4- . ' .  +&, - I  +~t.  (11) 
Proof of equation (7) requires that E l Y , -  :,[ ' "  O. That is, to obtain equation (7), we need 
E(a'  - a ' )~ 0, in which we demand that E(a ' )  -.~ (E(a))" for values ofs I> 2. This strong result may 
be true for only trivial cases, namely s -- 1. By applying the results of a recent study on "difference 
systems" by Ladde and Sambandham [8], it is possible to obtain error estimates between the 
solution and mean solution of discrete systems. 
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Trajectory ~c~Q 
Fig. 1. Schematic showing profile of random disturbance for variance, o 2 = 0. 
3. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS 
To examine the validity and tolerance of the theory explained in Section 2, we consider equations 
(8) and (9). Several analytical techniques are now available to obtain solutions to difference 
equations with deterministic coefficients. The preponderance of numerical techniques has also been 
concerned with the solution of deterministic difference quations. To the author's knowledge, the 
present work is the first of its kind in obtaining a solution to random difference quations that arise 
in spectral theory. 
In dealing with random equations, the two main objectives to be concerned with are: 
(1) determination of the statistical properties of the random solution, such as its expectation, 
variance and moment, and (2) to establish the relationship between the expected solution of the 
random equation and the solution of the deterministic equation or mean solution. Of particular 
interest is the relationship between statistical properties of the solution and statistical properties 
of the random function in the equation. 
The numerical solution technique used in this present study consisted of generating a sample 
of 100 standard random numbers from the IMSL routine GGNML. Another set of 50 
random numbers denoted by at are generated using routine GGNML and suitably modified to 
have different values of mean (0.5) and different variance values (0.0001, 0.01, 0.41, 0.09,...). 
Using these random variates, equations (8) and (9) are solved iteratively. The output data of 
this iterative solution is used to evaluate the Eiyt -  .~tf. The results are exemplified in Figs 1-6. 
 Tra , , .  
Fig. 2. Schematic showing profile of random disturbance for variance, a s = 0.0001. 
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Trolectory 
Fig. 3. Schematic showing profile of random disturbance when the variance, ~rz --- 0.0004 and the 
mean m = 0.5. 
Fig. 4. Schematic showing profile of random disturbance when the variance, a ~-- 0.0025 and the 
mean m = 0,5, 
Fig. 5. Schematic showing profile of random disturbance when the variance, 0 '  =0.01 and the 
mean m = 0.5. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic showing profile of random disturbance when the variance, a ~ =0.04 and the 
mean, m = 0.5. 
Table 1 summarizes the estimated error values for variance, a2= 0.0001, 0.01, 0.04, and 0.09 for 
different values of t. 
Figure 1 highlights a 50 sample realization of equation (9), that is, when the random coefficients 
have variance qual to zero. This figure elucidates the path ofy(t) and the oscillations are attributed 
to the random noise component E,. Figures 2--6 highlight progressive error growth of y(t) as the 
variance increases. These figures when compared with Fig. 1, reveal that the rate of error growth 
progressively increases with concomitant increase in variance. For values of variance, a 2, less 0.04, 
the error between the solutions y(t) and fi(t) slowly increases. However, for values of variance 
greater than 0.04, the error becomes proportionately large. Figure 6 elucidates the error rate when 
the variance a2= 0.4. Numerical study reveals that for a variance value of 0.09, the error 
Ely(t)-f i (t) l  is very large. The figures and Table 1 highlight he fact that approximation of 
random coefficients in AR equations (models) requires a suitable replacement of E(a') and the 
conventionally adopted replacement, namely, E(a') = E~(a) for r t> 2, fails to hold. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Based on the foregoing analysis, the following conclusions are made 
1. Approximating the random coefficients by deterministic (mean) coefficients i  not 
the ideal choice in all cases. A better choice would be to approximate he random 
coefficients a r in terms of higher moments, that is, E(a') instead of E'(a). 
2. Absolute care need to taken to analyze whether the problem requires 
E[a -E (a ) [  =0. 
"table I. zlY,-~,l 
ff2 
10 0.220 0.320 0.754 1.654 
20 0.000 0.156 0.430 1.786 
30 0.028 0.440 1.232 11.054 
40 0,028 0.146 0.404 8.738 
50 0,012 0.246 0.724 39.946 
60 0,000 0.02 0.094 14.818 
70 0.066 0,512 1.468 616.256 
80 0.000 0,120 0.356 422.286 
90 0.000 0,156 0.450 1534.878 
100 0.000 0.510 1.464 14458.58 
Z 0.0001 0.01 0.04 0.09 
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3. It is necessary to check whether the problem concerned satisfies the contraction 
principle. 
4. Results of this study reveal that the LPLG approach may accept a .~ E(a) .  In 
other solution approaches, care needs tO be exercised in using this assumption. 
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